Abstract-Li presents the U-set to improve the algorithm CharSer that can compute a characteristic series from any given polynomial set. We modify the definition of U-set and present a new version of the algorithm IrrCharSer. Examples are given to show that the improvement can avoid the redundant branches of the decomposition tree.
INTRODUCTION
The research on polynomial system is used in many modern science branches such as: algebraic geometry, automatic theorem discovery, proof and reasoning, isolation of solution of polynomial system, inequation proof, computer algebra, computer vision, automatic control system. Initial set is one of the most fundamental definition in this area. Based on initial set,Wu [4] [5] [6] [7] presents some algorithms to decompose the polynomial set into ascending sets and other sets. Li [1, 2] modifies the algorithm CharSer using Uset instead of initials and gets some wonderful improvements. We'll modify the definition of U-set and make some improvement on algorithm IrrCharSer which decompose the polynomial set into irreducible ascending sets.
In section I, we introduce some preliminaries of polynomial theory, improve the definition of U-set and give the algorithm of the modified U-set. The main results are put forward in section II, in which the algorithm IrrCharSer is optimized. Examples are given in section III to show that the advantages to the original algorithms. ( X for short) with coefficients in K and K be the extension field of K . Let T be a triangular set in [1, 2] presents the definition of T U . We modify it as the following: It's easy to see that all the propositions in [1, 2] hold for the new definition of U-set. And the following algorithm is presented to compute the U-set.
Algorithm (CompA):
.This algorithm computers the U-set of any given triangular set
II. MAIN RESULTS
The irreducible decomposition is one of the most classical algorithm to decompose the solution sets of polynomial set. It's presented by Wu [7] . One can find the details from some text book such as [3] . Using U-set to take the place of initials, we get the following algorithm IrrCharSerA according to the IrrCharSer algorithm in [3] .
Algorithm (IrrCharSerA):
, this algorithm decomposes it into irreducible characteristic ascending sets with the same solution set.
IA2.1. Choose any one element F from Φ , and let
Because we just use the U-set instead of initial set, the termination and correctness of this algorithm are easily checked from the definition of U-set.
Here, the function ( ) C Factor [3] determines whether the triangular set is irreducible or not and factor the reducible elementary.
Algorithm (Factor):
, and
which is the extension field of K with the adjoining triangular set
In III., we extend the base field K into the extension 
Remark 1 Using the Maple software package epsilon, we can get the following decomposition: 
So, we can find that the decomposition using U-set is more concise than the one using the initials.
Example 2. Given a polynomial set: It's easy to find that:
So we can see that U-set is useful to avoid the redundant branches of the decomposition tree. 
And the zero set relationship is The two examples above show that the decomposition using U-set is more concise than the one using the initials.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we modify the definition of U-set and improve the algorithm IrrCharSer. The decomposition results of Example1,3 and 4 show that the modified algorithm can return the more concise result. The result of Example 2 show that it also can avoid the redundant branches of the decomposition tree. The U-set works more efficiently than initials. We'll modify the other algorithms with U-set in future.
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